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What is an atom?

Everything in the world is made up of matter. Matter is made up of small building blocks called atoms. 
The idea of all matter being made up of small building blocks that cannot be divided into smaller pieces 
dates back to a Greek philosopher named Democritus of Abdera who lived in 430 BC. He named the 
blocks ‘atomos’ which means indivisible. This is the origin of the word ‘atom’ that we use today. Even 
though some of Democritus’s ideas about how atoms were put together turned out to be incorrect he 
did start us thinking about matter being made up of smaller building blocks (extremely tiny particles) 
called atoms. In more recent times scientists have discovered that under extreme conditions atoms can 
be divided and split

How small is an atom?

Tiny!!!!!!! Atoms are very very small. They are so tiny that a speck of dirt contains billions of them. Even the 
biggest atoms are less than a millionth of a millimeter in diameter. This means you cannot see them even 
with a microscope.

Is there more than one type of atom?

There are many di!erent types of atoms (more than 100) and many of these atoms have been found 
naturally occurring on earth. There are approximately 90 atoms that have been found in the earth’s 
atmosphere, the earth’s crust and in the plants and animals that inhabit the earth.
Scientists have made other atoms in laboratories under very special conditions but these atoms are 
unstable so they disintegrate almost immediately.

What is the Atomic Model?

Because atoms are so very very small and we cannot possibly see them with our eyes we use the Atomic 
Model to gain a better understanding of how an atom is arranged. Scientists often use models to help 
explain concepts that are hard to visualize in reality. It is important to understand however that the 
Atomic Model is not actually a true picture of what an atom looks like but it certainly does help us better 
understand how an atom is put together.

LEARN ABOUT ATOMS
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What’s inside an atom?

Atoms are composed of three di!erent kinds of particles. We call these particles sub-atomic. Scientists 
have shown that every atom contains a nucleus in its center and electrons that rapidly orbit (circle) the 
nucleus.

Despite containing 3 sub-atomic particles an atom is mostly empty space. At the center of the atom is a 
nucleus, which consists of protons and neutrons. Neutrons and protons have approximately the same 
mass. Protons have a positive charge but neutrons have no charge. Most of the mass of an atom is in the 
nucleus. 
The shells of an atom contain the electrons. Electrons are negatively charged particles that orbit the 
nucleus, similar to the way in which the planets orbit the sun. Depending on the size of the atom these 
shells extend farther and farther from the nucleus.  Electrons "ll up these shells by "lling the shells closest 
to the nucleus "rst. Electrons in the outer shell are farthest from the nucleus, and therefore the hold the 
nucleus has on them is much weaker than the hold on the electrons that are in the shells closer to the 
nucleus. The number of electrons in an atom’s outer shell determines many of its properties. 
The number of electrons in an atom equals the number of protons. 
Normally, an atom has no charge overall as the positively charged protons cancel the negatively charged 
electrons.

What is the mass of an atom? -Loghlen says no kid would ever ask that question so let’s ask it 
again: How heavy is an atom?

The mass of an atom is so small that even very heavy ones like uranium cannot be expressed easily in 
grams. For this reason scientists decided to come up with a di!erent unit of weight for atoms and 
therefore the mass of an atom is expressed in atomic mass units (a. m.u.). Using this scale we say that the 
mass of the lightest element Hydrogen is 1 unit.
Almost all the mass of an atom is in the center of the atom and is due to the protons and neutrons. The 
mass of an atom (in a.m.u.) is therefore the same as the number of protons and neutrons in its nucleus. 
(The mass of the electrons are so small that we don’t count their contribution).

Can an atom be split?

When atoms take part in chemical reactions they lose or gain some electrons but the nucleus remains the 
same. However under extreme conditions like in a nuclear reactor the nucleus of an atom can be split and 
extra protons or neutrons added to it.  
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Color the Atom



Color and Label the Atom



Color the following atoms

Hydrogen
H

O

C
 Carbon

Oxygen

Name :
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In your daily activities, you probably use the term “bonding” to refer to the activities you do with your 
best friends aka “bonding sessions”. If you have helped your dad or mom "x something in the house with 
glue, then you might also have used the same term. In Chemistry, this term has a similar usage. Chemical 
bonding refers to the way molecules or atoms are held together by di!erent forces. You can also think of 
them as the natural attraction between molecules or atoms. In your body, there are chemical bonds 
which are formed and there are bonds which are broken. Many processes involve chemical bonds, which 
is why it is important to learn about them.

How does chemical bonding occur?

Everything in the universe is made up of atoms. Each of these atoms have electrons in their outer shell 
called “valence” electrons. Electrons are negatively charged subatomic particles. Since each atom has 
electrons, when one atom meets another, there is usually a repelling force. However, occasionally, the 
electrons from one atom interact with that of another atom. This interaction leads to chemical bonding 
which then joins the atoms together. Note that a single atom can have multiple interactions or bonds. 
Through chemical bonding, compounds are formed.

What are covalent bonds?

Covalent chemical bonding refers to the sharing of electrons between two atoms. Remember that 
“valence” refers to the outermost electrons of the atom while “co” means shared. Therefore, the term 
covalent just means that the electrons are shared. Covalent bonding occurs because the electrons, which 
are negatively charged, become equally attracted to the positively charged nuclei (singular nucleus) of 
two atoms. Instead of repelling each other, the atoms then become very attracted, leading to a stable 
chemical con"guration involving both of them. When there is an unequal sharing of electrons, the term 
used is polar covalent bond or simply polar bond. An example of a covalent bond is one that occurs 
between the two atoms of oxygen to form oxygen gas (O2). An example of a polar covalent bond occurs 
in hydrochloric acid (HCl) whereby chlorine (Cl) has a greater share of electrons than hydrogen (H).  

LEARN ABOUT BONDING
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What are ionic bonds?

In contrast to covalent bonds, ionic bonds do not involve any sharing. Rather, there is a transfer of 
electrons. An atom is able to form an ionic bond with another atom if there is a vacancy in its outer shell, 
which permits the transfer of one or more electrons. The one that donates the electrons is called a cation 
while the one that receives the electrons is called the anion. Because the cation loses electrons or loses 
its negative charge, it becomes positively charged. In a parallel way, the anion gains electrons, making it 
more negatively charged. This opposite charges allows a strong attraction between the two atoms. An 
example of an ionic bond is present in table salt. Salt consists of sodium (Na) and chloride (Cl). When 
these two interact, sodium is positive (Na+) and chloride is negative (Cl-). These then undergo ionic 
bonding to form salt. 

What is intermolecular bonding?

When it is said that there is repulsion or attraction between molecules, the basis is the presence of 
intermolecular forces. There are several types of intermolecular forces: dipole-dipole, H-bonds and 
London dispersion force.

Dipole-dipole interactions. When the electronegativity (the chemical property that allows an 
atom to attract electrons) of two chemically bonded atoms is largely di!erent, there would be 
dipole-dipole interactions. In general, because one of the atoms is more electronegative, the bonding 
electrons will be located closer to it than to the less electronegative counterpart. A partial negative 
charge will be present in the more electronegative atom's nucleus while a partial positive charge will be 
present on the other atom's nucleus. These partial charges allow temporary interactions between 
molecules.

Hydrogen Bond. A hydrogen bond occurs when hydrogen interacts with #uorine (F), nitrogen 
(N) and oxygen (O). These latter three elements have many electrons and are highly electronegative. As 
such, the dipole-dipole interactions are permanent and are hard to break. This is the reason why water 
(H2O) and ammonia (NH4) have relatively high boiling points compared to other compounds of similar 
molecular masses.

London Dispersion Force. This intermolecular force is present because an electron moves 
around the nucleus. This means that at any moment in time, there would be an imbalance of negative 
charge around the atom. This produces an instantaneous dipole. The partial positive or negative charge 
would also cause a temporary attraction between molecules. However, because the electron constantly 
moves, this attraction is easily broken. 

Chemical bonding is a very important concept in chemistry but it is also used in the biological and 
physical sciences. Learning about chemical bonds is easier if you can visualize how bonds are formed and 
broken and how electrons move. 
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LEARN ABOUT LABORATORY APPARATUS 
Have you ever tried mixing chemicals together? It is better to do this activity inside the laboratory 
because handling chemicals can be dangerous. Moreover, inside the laboratory, you can do your 
experiments using laboratory apparatus that would give you accuracy. Some basic laboratory apparatus 
include the beaker, the funnel, the graduated cylinder, the volumetric #ask and the balance. Many 
laboratory apparatuses are made of Pyrex glass but they may also be made of metal or plastic depending 
on their purpose. 

What is a beaker?

A beaker is a container used for storing, mixing and heating chemical liquids. You can measure the 
volume of liquids with a beaker although it is less accurate than a graduated cylinder. The basic shape of 
a beaker is a cylinder, with its top open for pouring. A small spout may be present for directing pouring 
and avoiding spillage. A small beaker may contain several milliliters (mL) but a big beaker may contain 
several liters (L). The amount they can contain is measured in graduations. For instance, a 10 mL beaker 
would have 1 mL graduations while a 250 mL would have 50 mL graduations. This means that with a 10 
mL beaker, each line would indicate an increase in 1 mL from zero until you reach 10 mL. On the other 
hand, with a 250 mL beaker, each line would indicate an increase of 50 mL from zero (e.g. 50, 100, 150, 
200) until you reach 250 mL.

In terms of shape, beakers also di!er. There are standard beakers (Gri$n form), tall-form (Berzelius) 
beakers and #at beakers. The standard ones are for preparing and pouring solutions. The tall-form 
beakers are used in the process called titration while the #at beakers or used for bathing solutions with 
hot water or for crystallization.
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What is a Funnel?

A laboratory funnel is similar to the one your mom or dad might use during cooking or when transferring 
gasoline. It has a wide and cone-like opening and a thin stem. The main function of a funnel is to prevent 
spillage. For instance, if you are transferring a liquid from a cylinder to another container and you do not 
want to waste a drop, you should use a funnel. It is important for you to use a funnel that could withstand 
the weight and the material of the substance you are transferring. A "lter paper funnel may be used when 
transferring light powder but a glass funnel is preferable when you are dealing with reactive substances 
or liquids. Additionally, you can use funnels with "lter paper covering the conical mouth in order to 
remove undesired particles. This process is called "ltration.
 
What is a Volumetric Flask?

A volumetric #ask is also used to hold #uids but it is more accurate than a beaker in terms of 
measurement of volume. The bottom part is shaped like a bulb with a #at base while the upper part 
consists of a long neck. Unlike the beaker, the volumetric #ask only has a single graduation mark in its 
neck, which indicates the volume it can accurately contain. 

If you want to mix liquids until a certain volume of a solution is reached, say 100 mL, this is the best 
apparatus to use. For instance, you might want to mix 50 grams of sodium chloride and water in order to 
make brine or saline solution. You will put 5 grams of the salt "rst into the volumetric #ask and then add 
distilled water until the volume reaches 100 mL. Most volumetric #asks can be sealed with a stopper and 
can be shaken in order to mix the solution inside. 

What is a Graduated Cylinder?

When you simply want to measure a certain volume of liquid, compared to a beaker and a #ask, the most 
accurate measurement can be made with a graduated cylinder. As the name connotes, this apparatus 
looks like a cylinder or a simple beaker but its length is much greater than its width. Therefore, it is 
relatively tall and narrow. It also has a spout to prevent spillage during pouring. The graduations of a 
graduated cylinder are smaller than that of a beaker. For instance, there is a 1 mL graduated cylinder 
which you can use to measure liquids with volumes less than 1 mL

In reading the volume of the liquid inside a graduated cylinder, you should place the cylinder on an 
evenly #at surface and your eye should be at level with the lower meniscus or the lowest portion of the 
liquid in order to get the most accurate measurement.  

What is a Balance?

While balance is a word used to refer to your ability to keep upright and avoid falls, in the laboratory, a 
balance refers to a device that is used to measure mass. It can also be called a beam balance or a balance 
scale. A balance usually has one pan or scale on each opposite side, suspended from a horizontal lever 
called a beam. The scales are at equal distances from the center of the beam. A pointer or a slider is also 
located at the center of the beam. This indicates the mass of the object. 

When doing experiments, it is important to have these laboratory apparatuses available. Make sure you 
know how to use them properly so that you can conduct accurate and successful experiments.
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Apparatus
Color the laboratory apparatus

funnel

beaker

graduated cylinder

volumetric flask

balance

Name :
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Color the beaker 
up to the 50 ml mark.

10 ml

20 ml

30 ml

40 ml

50 ml

60 ml

70 ml

80 ml

90 ml

100 ml

Name :
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Color the graduated cylinder 
up to the 50 ml mark.

50 ml

100 ml

150 ml

200 ml

250 ml

300 ml

350 ml

400ml

450 ml

500 ml

Name :
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LEARN ABOUT MATTER

What is matter?

Matter is anything that has volume and weight. Everything on earth has volume and weight. That means 
everything on earth is matter!
The amount of space something occupies is its volume. Solid items like tables, chairs and soccer balls, all 
take up space and therefore all have volume. Liquids like the water or milk you drink everyday or the 
water in a swimming pool also have volume. Even the air around us (which we cannot see but that we 
know is there) is made up of di!erent gases and has volume.

What are the states of matter?

All materials fall into one of three categories: solids, liquids or gases. Each of these di!erent groups has 
their own unique set of properties. Let us think about how we would categorize materials based on the 
following set of questions. 

Can a material change shape? Solids are di$cult to squash and therefore generally keep the same shape. 
Liquids and gases on the other hand change shape to "ll the container they occupy.

Can a material #ow? Solids don’t #ow but liquids and gases do.

Can a material change it’s volume? Solids and liquids don’t change much in volume. However it is easy to 
change the volume of a gas by squashing it.

Matter exists and can be categorized as a solid, a liquid or a gas. We call these three forms of matter – the 
states of matter. Of the many di!erent substances that exist, most are found as solids at everyday room 
temperature. Far less exist as either liquids or gases.

How do solids, liquids and gases di!er?

All materials whether they are solids, liquids or gases are made up of tiny particles of matter which are far 
too small to see with the human eye. The way in which these particles are arranged determines whether 
the material is a solid, a liquid or a gas.

What is a solid? 
In a solid the particles are packed so closely together that they are hardly able to move at all. This is why 
solids have a de"nite shape and don’t #ow. Because the particles in a solid are packed so tightly a solid 
cannot be squished (compressed) easily into a smaller volume. It is not easy to compress, expand or 
change the shape of most solids because their particles are joined "rmly to each other.  A solid such as a 
pen cannot change into a completely di!erent shape. There are some exceptions to this. For example 
materials like rubber can be easily stretched or bent without breaking even though rubber is a solid.
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What is a liquid? 
In a liquid the particles are also packed closely together but unlike solids the particles can move around 
each other. Particles in a liquid change places all the time. This is why liquids can #ow very easily and 
because they have no de"nite shape of their own they always acquire the shape of the container in which 
they are held. A liquid will #ow to the lowest point so it always "lls the bottom part of a container "rst. 
Because their particles are packed closely together liquids, like solids, are di$cult to squash (compress). 

What is a gas?
A gas is mostly empty space. In a gas the particles are far apart and they move around easily. They spread 
out easily to "t any and all space available. Gases #ow easily though this is more di$cult to imagine 
because we usually cannot see a gas. Like liquids, because gases can #ow they are also called #uids. It is 
easy to squish (compress) the particles of a gas more closely together so that is why it is easy to change 
the volume of a gas. 

Can a material change from one state to another?   

 
When we refer to a substance as a solid, liquid or a gas we are talking about it under normal, everyday 
conditions. Many substances though can exits in all three states of matter.  The most common of these 
substances and the one most people are familiar with is water. Water can exist as a solid (ice), a liquid 
(water) and a gas (steam). A change of state occurs when a substance changes from one state to another 
for example when ice melts into water. When ice melts it changes from a solid state into a liquid state. A 
change in state is normally caused by changes in temperature (ice melts when its temperature rises) but 
a change in state can also be caused by changes in pressure.

Can matter be destroyed?

Matter cannot be created or destroyed – although it can change from one form to another. Scientists call 
this law the conservation of mass. 
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Color the States of Matter



Color and Label the States of Matter



Matter Mark each picture with an S (for solid), 
an L (for liquid) or G  (for gas)

Name :
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LEARN ABOUT NOBLE GASES
Have you ever ridden on a balloon? Many tourist spots o!er balloon rides in order for people to see the 
beauty of a place from above. A balloon contains a noble gas called helium. Formerly, balloons contained 
hydrogen but hydrogen is very "ammable and dangerous when uncontrolled. Therefore, people shifted 
to helium, which is safer. Helium is safe because it has the properties of the noble gases.

What is the history of noble gases?

People once believed that noble gases couldn’t chemically react at all. For this reason, they were called 
inert gases. They were also clustered under Group 0 in the old periodic table because scientists believed 
that the gases have zero valence electrons in their outer shell. This was later proven to be untrue when 
some noble gas compounds were discovered.

What are noble gases?

The gases are elements, which 
share similar properties. These 
properties include being 
monoatomic, colorless, odorless, 
being able to conduct electricity, 
and having low chemical reactivity. 
Noble gases include Helium, Neon, 
Argon, Krypton, Xenon and Radon. 
These are all found in Group 18, in 
the rightmost column of the 
periodic table. If you look at the 
periodic table, you will notice that 
these elements are the only ones, 
which do not have a charge. 
Helium has the lowest molecular 
weight while Radon is the heaviest. 

Helium (He) is a component of 
natural gas. Argon (Ar), Neon (Ne), 
Xenon (Xe) and Krypton (Kr) are 
present in the air and can be 
isolated through liquefaction (the 
process of changing a gas into 
liquid through condensation) and 
fractional distillation (the 
separation of a mixture into its 
component parts by their boiling 
points.) Radon (Ra) is emitted as a 
result of the radioactive decay of 
radium compounds. 
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What causes the low chemical reactivity of noble gases?

Remember that chemical reactions occur because atoms have “valence” electrons, which are electrons in 
their outer shell. When the outer shell is “un"lled” or the required number of electrons is not yet 
complete, the atom is more reactive. Noble gases have a full outer shell, meaning that they have 
complete electrons in their outer shell. This complete number varies. For instance, the outer shell of 
Helium has 2 valence electrons while the outer shell of Xenon has 8 electrons.  Nowadays, there remains 
to be a few noble gases because of the inherent low chemical reactivity of these said gases.

What are the applications of noble gases?

Because of their properties, noble gases have many important applications. They are widely used in 
recreation, medicine and industries. They are mainly used in conditions that require a stable and safe 
element. 

For instance, deep-sea divers use a Helium-Oxygen gas combination in their tanks. When the diver goes 
beyond a depth of 55 meters (180 feet), there is a risk of Oxygen toxemia and Nitrogen narcosis. At high 
pressures as experienced in deep sea diving, gases like Oxygen and Nitrogen can be directly absorbed by 
the blood and by the tissues. Nitrogen narcosis is called such because at high pressures, nitrogen exerts 
an anaesthetic e!ect. With narcosis, the diver becomes sleepy and unable to move, which can lead to 
severe consequences underwater. 

Helium is important because it has low solubility. It does not dissolve well in #uids and in lipids, which are 
components of your cell membranes. Therefore, only a small amount of Helium enters the cell 
membrane. Helium is a component of breathing mixtures like trimix and heliox. The use of Helium for 
breathing gas also reduces the risk for “the bends” or decompression sickness. This condition occurs 
when the diver comes back to the surface rapidly, leading to the formation of gas bubbles from formerly 
dissolved gas in the blood. With Helium, there is lesser amount of the dissolved gas, which helps the diver 
avoid the bends. Argon, on the other hand, is considered the best gas for the in#ation of dry-suits used 
by scuba divers.

The boiling and melting points of noble gases are relatively low. For instance, Helium has a boiling and 
melting point of -268.95 degrees Celsius (-452.11 degrees Fahrenheit or 4.2 Kelvin). Liquid Neon has a 
refrigerating capacity, which is 40 times that of liquid helium and 3 times that of liquid hydrogen. 
Therefore, noble gases are very good refrigerants. 

Liquid Helium is also used for superconducting magnets. These magnets are very important in physics 
and medicine. When a doctor suspects that a person's brain has been damaged, he might request for 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). MRI allows the doctor to “see” the brain, without operating on the 
patient. 

Aren’t noble gases fascinating? Who knows, you might even be the next one to discover a rare noble gas 
compound!
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Color the Noble Gases



Color and Label the Noble Gases



LEARN ABOUT SOLUTIONS
You might have eaten pancakes with maple syrup this morning or sometime in the past. You might also 
have enjoyed a cup of hot chocolate recently. Or perhaps, you are fond of colognes and perfumes. What 
is common about all these things? These are among your experiences with solutions. Most of the time, 
solutions are #uid but they can also be gaseous or solid. 

What are solutions?

Solutions are simply mixtures of materials, one of which is a liquid or a gas. The liquid or gas, also called a 
#uid because it is able to #ow, serves as the “solvent”. The other material in the solution is called the 
“solute”. The process of combining the solute and the solvent can also be called “dissolving” the solute in 
the solvent. The ability to dissolve is called “solubility”. The complete dissolution of one liquid in another 
liquid is called “miscibility”. An example of this would be vinegar and water. When the opposite occurs, 
the substances are called “immiscible” – an example is oil and water.

So what distinguishes a simple mixture from a solution? Mixtures can have materials, which are not 
evenly distributed. For instance, if you try to combine co!ee and sugar, you cannot actually be sure that 
the molecules of sugar are evenly distributed in between the molecules of co!ee. In a solution, this is not 
so. Instead, the molecules are evenly distributed. For example, every 1 molecule of co!ee would be 
surrounded by 3 molecules of sugar. The ratio can be 1 molecule to 1 molecule or 1:4 but the whole point 
is that the ratio is true for every molecule in the solution. This arrangement is called homogeneity. 
Therefore, a solution is also called a homogenous system. So how do you make the co!ee and sugar a 
homogenous system? Just add water. In this example, water is the solvent while co!ee and sugar are the 
solutes. 
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What are the properties of solutions?

There are many properties of solutions but only the most important ones will be mentioned here. A 
solution is homogenous, as already mentioned. When you leave it to stand, the solutes and the solvent 
should not separate due to gravity. 

A solution also has a saturation point. When you add a solute to a solvent, it can be dissolved. However, 
there would be a point where anything you add further would not dissolve anymore. This is called the 
saturation point. One way of increasing the saturation point is by increasing the temperature of the 
solution. Therefore, if you want more of the solute to dissolve, you can try boiling your solution. 

Alternatively, when you add more solute, the boiling point of the solution would increase. For instance, 
water boils at 100 degrees Celsius. When you add salt, this boiling point increases. Although many people 
do not know this, this is actually one of the reasons why it is good to add salt when cooking. Because the 
boiling point is increased, cooking becomes easier and faster. Additionally, the melting point of a solution 
would decrease when there are more solutes. 

What are the kinds of solutions?

The kinds of solutions usually depend on the state of the solvent because the state of the solution is the 
same as the state of the solvent. 

The air we breathe in is considered a gaseous solution. The solutes are 
oxygen, carbon dioxide and the other gases while the solvent is nitrogen, which is present in a greater 
amount (75%). 

Solids, liquids and gases can be dissolved in a liquid solvent. For instance, 
oxygen, a gas, can be dissolved in water. In sodas, carbon dioxide is dissolved in the liquid solvent and the 
solution is called a carbonated beverage. Examples of liquid solutes in liquids solvents include alcoholic 
drinks and petroleum. In alcoholic drinks, ethanol is the solute while water is the solvent. Solid solutes 
such as table sugar (sucrose) and table salt (sodium chloride) can dissolve in water to form electrolytes. 
Electrolytes made of sodium dissolved in water or potassium dissolved in water are present in your body. 
When you are dehydrated, an imbalance of these electrolytes occur, which is why you need to take oral 
rehydration salts or you have to stay in the hospital and receive them together with a dextrose solution.

Examples of solid solutions include amalgams (mercury dissolved in gold), steel 
(carbon and iron), alloys (bronze) and polymers. Usually, what happens is that these materials are 
combined in their lique"ed state then allowed to harden to form solid solutions.

Take note that some mixtures look homogenous but they are not really evenly distributed. These 
mixtures include colloids, emulsions and suspensions. They are not considered solutions. 
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Color the Solution



Color and Label the Solution



Cleaning Copper

ONE C E N T

UNITED STATES of AMERICA

notebook

Apparatus

8 dull, dirty copper pennies
Small glass bowl
Pen
1/4 cup white vinegar
Spoon
Lab Notebook
1 tsp of salt
Paper towels

Questions to ask your child:
Notice anything different between the two groups of pennies?
What happened to the pennies that were washed, not washed?
Why did the pennies look dirty to begin with?

Hypothesis:
Matter otherwise known as "Everything around you" is made up
of tiny particles called atoms and a penny contains copper atoms.
Sometimes different atoms join together to make molecules.
When the copper atoms in the pennies combine with oxygen
atoms from the air they form a molecule called copper oxide.
When the pennies are coated with copper oxide they looked dull
and dirty.

Results and Conclusions:
Chemistry is used to make dirty things clean and you have just
seen a chemical reaction remove the dirt from an object. When
you put your dirty pennies in the vinegar and salt, the copper
oxide dissolved and the pennies became clean. Vinegar is a
weak acid and copper oxide dissolves easily in a mixture of a
weak acid and salt.

Why did the unwashed pennies turn blue-green?
When the vinegar-salt solution dissolves the copper-oxide
layer on the penny, then the copper atoms on the pennies that
were not washed can join easily with oxygen atoms from the
air and chlorine atoms from the salt to make the blue-green
compound (known as malachite) you now see on the pennies.
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Cleaning Copper

1 2

3

4 5

6

7

8

9

1. Pour the vinegar into the bowl.  Vinegar is a weak acid, so it may sting if it gets into your eyes or on your skin.  If you or your child 
gets splashed wash it off immediately with cold water.
2. Instruct your child to add the salt to the vinegar and stir until the salt dissolves. Discuss what is happening to the salt. (The salt 
is dissolving in the vinegar and a solution is being formed.)
3. Ask your child to draw a picture of the pennies or write in their lab notebook a description of what they look like. Dull? Dirty?
4. Have your child use the spoon to place the pennies into the bowl while counting out loud as each penny is placed into the bowl. 
The pennies should not be stacked on top of each other.  Instruct your child to record the time in their lab notebook.
5. Look at the pennies and ask your child to make observations about what is happening. After 5 minutes remove the pennies.
6. Wash 4 pennies thoroughly under water, and put them on a paper towel to dry. Label the paper towel "W" for washed.
7. Place the 4 unwashed pennies on a second paper towel and label this towel "NW", for not washed. Record the time.
8. After one hour, look at the pennies on the paper towels.
9. Have your child record their observations in their lab notebook.

Method:

1 HOUR

5 MIN

1/4 cup 1 tsp




